


Innovation and Creativity
Techniques for Problem Solving

The course "Innovation and Creativity: Techniques for Problem Solving" is designed to
help individuals and organizations develop the skills and knowledge necessary to foster
innovation and creativity in a business context. The course covers a variety of topics,
including the importance of innovation and creativity in business, brainstorming and
ideation techniques, design thinking, lean startup methodology, collaborative
problem-solving, and innovation implementation and management. Through a
combination of lectures, case studies, and hands-on exercises, participants will learn
how to identify and overcome barriers to innovation and creativity, apply a variety of
problem-solving methodologies, and develop effective innovation strategies and
management practices. By the end of the course, participants will be equipped with the
tools and techniques necessary to drive innovation and creativity in their organization
and stay ahead in an ever-evolving business landscape.

Module 1: Introduction to Innovation and Creativity

1.1 Defining innovation and creativity and their role in problem solving in
a business context:

1. Understanding the difference between innovation and creativity
2. Examining how innovation and creativity can help businesses solve problems

and stay competitive
3. Identifying key principles of innovation and creativity in problem solving

1.2 Examining the benefits of innovation and creativity, including
increased competitiveness and improved customer satisfaction:

1. Exploring how innovation and creativity can lead to new products, services, and
processes

2. Analyzing case studies of successful innovation and creativity in businesses
3. Identifying ways in which innovation and creativity can improve customer

satisfaction and loyalty



1.3 Identifying common barriers to innovation and creativity, such as fear
of failure and lack of resources, and strategies for overcoming them:

1. Recognizing the impact of mental blocks and biases on creativity and innovation
2. Exploring techniques for overcoming these mental blocks and biases
3. Developing strategies for fostering a culture of innovation and creativity in a

business context

Homework assignment:
1. Write a short essay on how innovation and creativity can benefit businesses in

terms of competitive advantage and customer satisfaction.
2. Analyze a case study of successful innovation and creativity in a business and

identify the key principles and techniques used.
3. Develop a plan for overcoming common barriers to innovation and creativity in a

business context, including strategies for fostering a culture of innovation.

Evaluation criteria:
● Understanding and application of key principles of innovation and creativity in

problem solving.
● Ability to analyze and apply case studies of successful innovation and creativity

in businesses.
● Quality and feasibility of the plan for overcoming common barriers to innovation

and creativity in a business context.

Module 2: Brainstorming and Ideation Techniques

2.1 Understanding the principles of brainstorming and ideation, including
the importance of suspending judgment and encouraging wild ideas

1. Exploring the concept of brainstorming and ideation in problem-solving
2. Discussing the importance of creating a safe and open environment for sharing

ideas
3. Identifying the benefits of incorporating diverse perspectives and viewpoints in

brainstorming and ideation sessions



2.2 Exploring different brainstorming and ideation techniques, such as
mind mapping, SCAMPER, and SWOT analysis, and their
applications in problem-solving

1. Introducing various brainstorming and ideation techniques commonly used in
businesses

2. Discussing the advantages and disadvantages of different techniques
3. Examining case studies of successful implementation of brainstorming and

ideation techniques in real-world business settings

2.3 Developing effective brainstorming and ideation sessions and
facilitation skills, such as setting clear objectives, creating a positive
and open environment, and encouraging participation from all team
members.

1. Identifying the key elements of effective brainstorming and ideation sessions
2. Discussing the role of the facilitator in guiding the session and ensuring its

success
3. Providing practical tips for facilitating a successful brainstorming and ideation

session

Homework Assignment:
● Design a brainstorming and ideation session for a hypothetical business problem.

The session should incorporate at least two different brainstorming techniques
and should include clear objectives, guidelines for participation, and a plan for
follow-up actions. Submit a report detailing your approach, the techniques used,
and the expected outcomes.

Evaluation Criteria:
● Clear demonstration of understanding of the principles of brainstorming and

ideation
● Thoughtful selection and application of different brainstorming techniques
● Effective facilitation of the session, including clear objectives and guidelines for

participation
● Thoroughness and practicality of the follow-up plan and expected outcomes.



Module 3: Design Thinking

3.1 Understanding the principles of design thinking and its applications
in problem-solving

1. Defining design thinking and its purpose in creating innovative solutions to
complex problems

2. Exploring the stages of design thinking, including empathy, define, ideate,
prototype, and test

3. Identifying the benefits of design thinking for businesses, such as increased
customer satisfaction and improved brand loyalty

3.2 Applying design thinking methodologies, such as empathy mapping
and prototyping, to business challenges

1. Conducting user research and empathy mapping to gain a deeper understanding
of customers' needs and pain points

2. Using ideation techniques, such as brainstorming and mind mapping, to generate
innovative solutions to business challenges

3. Developing prototypes and iterating based on feedback to refine and improve the
solution

3.3 Developing effective design thinking sessions and facilitation skills
1. Setting clear objectives and defining success metrics for the design thinking

session
2. Creating a collaborative and supportive environment to encourage creativity and

innovation
3. Fostering a culture of experimentation and risk-taking to promote continuous

improvement and learning

Homework Assignment:
● Develop a design thinking solution to a real-world business problem, using

empathy mapping and prototyping techniques. Present the solution to the class
and receive feedback from peers.

Evaluation Criteria:
● Clear understanding and application of design thinking principles and

methodologies
● Creativity and innovation in developing a solution to the business problem
● Effectiveness of the prototype and iteration based on feedback



● Quality of presentation and ability to receive and incorporate feedback from
peers.

Module 4: Lean Startup Methodology

4.1 Understanding the principles of lean startup methodology and its
applications in innovation and entrepreneurship, such as reducing
waste and maximizing resources

1. Learning about the build-measure-learn feedback loop and the importance of
validating assumptions early on

2. Examining case studies of successful lean startups and their approaches to
problem-solving

4.2 Applying lean startup methodologies, such as customer
development and minimum viable product (MVP) testing, to business
challenges

1. Conducting customer interviews and using data to inform product development
2. Developing and testing MVPs to validate assumptions and iterate on solutions

4.3 Developing effective lean startup sessions and facilitation skills
1. Identifying the key elements of a lean startup session, such as setting clear goals

and involving cross-functional teams
2. Learning how to facilitate and lead lean startup sessions, including active

listening and encouraging diverse perspectives

Homework assignment:
1. Conduct a customer interview and develop an MVP for a business challenge or

idea.
2. Write a reflection paper on the experience and the lessons learned from applying

lean startup methodologies to the challenge or idea.

Evaluation criteria:
● Completion and quality of customer interview and MVP development
● Thoughtfulness and depth of reflection paper
● Participation and engagement in class discussions and activities related to lean

startup methodologies.



Module 5: Collaborative Problem-Solving

5.1 Understanding the importance of collaborative problem-solving in a
business context

1. Recognizing the benefits of collaborative problem-solving, including increased
creativity, diverse perspectives, and improved team cohesion

2. Identifying common barriers to collaboration and strategies for overcoming them,
such as lack of trust and communication issues

3. Developing effective collaboration skills, such as active listening and constructive
feedback, to facilitate collaborative problem-solving

5.2 Developing effective collaboration skills and techniques, such as
active listening and constructive feedback

1. Understanding the importance of effective communication in collaborative
problem-solving

2. Developing skills in active listening, constructive feedback, and conflict resolution
to promote collaboration

3. Using tools such as team charters and decision matrices to facilitate collaborative
problem-solving

5.3 Applying collaborative problem-solving methodologies, such as Six
Thinking Hats and the Delphi Method, to business challenges

1. Learning different collaborative problem-solving methodologies and when to use
them

2. Applying Six Thinking Hats to explore different perspectives and generate
innovative ideas

3. Using the Delphi Method to gather and distill diverse opinions and reach
consensus

Homework assignment:
1. Identify a business challenge and apply the Six Thinking Hats methodology to

generate innovative solutions. Present your results to the class.
2. Form a group and use the Delphi Method to gather and distill opinions on a

specific industry trend. Present your findings and recommendations to the class.



Evaluation criteria:
● Ability to identify and articulate a business challenge and apply appropriate

collaborative problem-solving methodologies to generate innovative solutions.
● Demonstrated proficiency in collaborative problem-solving skills, such as active

listening and constructive feedback.
● Quality of presentation and effectiveness in communicating ideas and

recommendations to the class.

Module 6: Implementing and Managing Innovation

6.1 Developing an innovation strategy and roadmap by:
1. Identifying goals and objectives for innovation
2. Conducting market research to identify opportunities for innovation
3. Creating a plan for implementing innovation projects

6.2 Managing and maintaining innovation systems and infrastructure by:
1. Establishing processes and procedures for managing innovation initiatives
2. Creating a culture that supports innovation and experimentation
3. Implementing tools and technologies to support innovation

6.3 Identifying and addressing security and privacy concerns in
innovation by:

1. Ensuring that innovation initiatives comply with relevant laws and regulations
2. Implementing security and privacy controls to protect sensitive data
3. Educating employees about security and privacy best practices in innovation

Homework assignment:
● Develop an innovation roadmap for a business of your choice, identifying key

goals and objectives, potential innovation opportunities, and strategies for
implementing innovation projects. Additionally, evaluate the security and privacy
risks associated with your proposed innovation initiatives and develop a plan for
addressing them.

Evaluation criteria:
● Ability to identify and prioritize innovation goals and objectives
● Demonstrated knowledge of innovation strategies and tools



● Thoroughness and feasibility of proposed innovation roadmap
● Quality of security and privacy risk assessment and mitigation plan

This course taught techniques and strategies for problem-solving, creativity, and
innovation in a business context. It covered various topics such as brainstorming and
ideation techniques, design thinking, lean startup methodology, collaborative
problem-solving, and implementing and managing innovation. Students learned how to
identify barriers to innovation and creativity and develop strategies to overcome them,
as well as how to apply different methodologies and techniques to solve business
challenges. They also learned how to develop effective facilitation and collaboration
skills to enhance problem-solving and innovation. The course emphasized the
importance of innovation in staying competitive and improving customer satisfaction,
and provided insights into how to develop and manage innovation systems and
infrastructure.


